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Abstract We study the problem of forecasting human’s motion captured from egocentric videos. We propose a
novel learning approach by separately modeling human pose and its corresponding scale and position with two deep
learning modules, whose outputs are later combined to make the ﬁnal prediction. Our proposed method successfully
forecasts the position and body pose of the target person with an ideal scale, relieving from the mean convergence
problem. The experiment is evaluated based on First-Person Locomotion (FPL) dataset. The predictions show the
separate modeling approach has plausible-looking visualization results upon egocentric settings, outperforming the
state-of-the-art methods which only consider modeling single pose granularity of human motion that suﬀers from
the mean convergence results.
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1. Introduction

ics dependencies inherent in human body. For the motion
sequence observed in egocentric videos, not only the human

Human motion prediction has become an increasingly im-

pose is varying temporally but it is also accompanied by the

portant topic in the computer vision, which is widely applied

changes of scale and location of the target person. For exam-

to human-computer interaction [6]. To enable machines to

ple, the moving target’s pose varies while its corresponding

perceive and have interactions with moving people, knowl-

size turns larger when the target is moving toward to the

edge of how the targets move is requested. Most of the previ-

observer. (see Figure 1).

ous work conducted research based on fully-supervised skele-

Since we have empirically observed that current human

tons, such as Motion-Capture data [3] and studied based on

motion modeling approaches have diﬃculties obtaining good

images taken from ﬁxed cameras [4], which makes their pro-

prediction performance in egocentric settings (causing severe

posed pose forecasting methods hardly to be practically ap-

mean convergence prediction results), we propose a separate

plied in a wild natural environment.

modeling approach to tackle the problem. Speciﬁcally, we

To further extend human motion forecasting to daily sce-

separately learn the pose and its corresponding scale and lo-

narios, e.g., dynamic observations on the human motion in a

cation with two forecasting modules based on diﬀerent neural

crowded commercial district, in this work, we carried on our

networks. For the pose forecasting module, we train the net-

research with the wearable monocular RGB camera – view-

work modeling based on standardized input pose sequences

ing people in an egocentric vision to simulate the situations

(with normalised scale and centralized position) aiming to

where we observe people in our daily-life. Diﬀerent from pre-

only learn kinetic dependencies of the human pose; for the

vious data settings, we observed a more complicated dynam-

scale-location forecasting module, we extend the convolution—1—

The human motion data extracted by pose estimation algorithm through images was usually used in this case, where
it was inconvenient to collect highly supervised human body
data. A typical work by Chao et al. [14] , proposed a PFNet
as the ﬁrst study on forecasting human dynamics from single
RGB images. Jacob et al. [1] combined the strength of VAE
to incorporate pose velocity and using conditional GAN [13]
to generate future poses in pixel level. Wu et al. [18] adjusted the residual neural network to evaluate human pose
from RGB frames and conducted pose forecasting for Virtual Reality use with a stack-LSTM forecasting structure .
However, these works achieved pose forecasting mainly based
on ﬁxed visions without taking moving observation into account. Our settings involve apparent observer motion, which
Figure 1 Observing Human Motion from Egocentric
Videos. The target’s pose varies temporally, accompanied by the changes of corresponding scale and location
of the body viewed from a moving camera.

is diﬀerent from these studies.

3. Proposed Method
We frame the task of human motion forecasting in egocentric videos as a sequence-to-sequence problem. The goal of

deconvolution network proposed in [5] to forecast ﬁne-grained

our work is to predict future pose sequence of target per-

pose sequence while capturing the target s scale and loca-

son based on the observed pose sequences in the temporal

tion granularities to learn visual spacial dependencies of the

domain.

human motion. We adopt pose displacement cue that con-

which contains N two-dimensional joints in the image space,

tains the temporal variance of body joints, describing how

i.e., pt = ((u1t , vt1 ), (u2t , vt2 ), ..., (uN , v N ))⊤ ∈ R2N
+ . We aim

pose changes positions and scales in 2D space in the ob-

to forecast the target person s future poses q t ∈ R2N
+ in the

served time sequence. With the help of this input cue, we

subsequent Tf time steps with the observed poses pt ∈ R2N
+

achieved obtaining future pose sequence with expected scale

in the past Tp time steps as input. This results in the input

and location comparing with the ground truth. After a com-

sequence and the output sequence as bellow:

Suppose pt denotes the human pose at time t,



bination process with outputs of the two modules, we could

×Tp
P in = pt−Tp +1 ... pt ∈ R2N
+

generate a complete future pose sequence. Both quantitative



and qualitative results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our

P out = q t+1 ... q t+Tf

proposed approach.

2. Related Work



×Tf
∈ R2N
+

(1)
(2)

Our approach is illustrated in Figure 2. We start with
pose estimation on series of video frames to extract body

Articulated motion forecasting A number of recent

joints. Then we separately modeling pose and scale-location

works predicted motion focusing on fully supervised skele-

granularities of human motion with two modules that are

ton data with joint positions and joint angles. These works

forecasted using encoder-decoder based architecture. These

proposed structure including Encoder-Recurrent-Decoder

predictions ﬁnally are combined to construct the future hu-

(ERD) [7], Structural RNN [10], Residual RNN [9] and con-

man motion.

volutional layers with sequence-to-sequence architecture [11]
to capture structural-temporal dependencies of body joints.
Other methods involves model with adversarial geometry-

3. 1 Modeling structural-temporal dependencies
of body joints

aware based on geodesic loss [17], joint rotations parame-

The above part of Figure 2 shows our pose forecasting

terisation with unit-length quaternions in [15], etc.. Since

pipeline. Since human motion data is composed of high di-

the motion data utilized in these works have invariant scale

mensional vectors with complicated structural dependencies

and position, we refer to their network architectures to only

inherent in body joints, it is crucial for the network to have

model pose granularity of the human motion viewed from

capability of learning the local movements of the body limbs.

egocentric videos.

In our work, we both explored RNN-based and CNN-based
sate-of-the-art networks (RRNN [9] and CS2S [11]) with sam-

Modeling motion captured from the RGB camera

pling based loss calculation to predict future pose sequence
—2—

Figure 2 Proposed Separate Modelling Approach.
For forecasting future pose stream in egocentric videos. The model mainly consists of pose
forecasting module and the scale-location forecasting module to respectively accept a pose
stream and a pose-displacement stream for modelling motion dynamics and the variance
of pose s scale and location. With the combination of the outputs from the two modules,
we generate the ﬁnal predicted pose stream.

in the pose forecasting module. Figure 3 illustrates the architecture of these two networks. In the original formulation,
the human motion sequence in egocentric settings is quite
complex, consisting of various scales and positions information. To better modeling structural-temporal dependencies
of body joints, we eliminate the complex scale and position
granularities of human motion with a standardization process. By centralizing the human motion to the ﬁxed position

Figure 3 Architecture of our pose forecasting networks.

and normalizing the pose with the same scale, we convert the

The above is RNN-based network; the below is CNN-

original motion sequence pt to pt as the input to the pose

based network.

forecasting network. The pt is derived from pt (shown in
casting pipeline. For predicting ideal scale and location of

(3)):
pi =

pi − lstack
i
∈ R2N
sstack
i

future pose sequences, we refer to the Conv-Deconv network
(3)

where lstack
is the stack of li = (uneck
, vineck ) ∈ R2 (the poi
i
sition of the pose at time step i, deﬁned by the coordinates
of the neck joint of the body) with the same dimensional of
pose sequence for computation convenience, and sstack
is the
i
stack of si ∈ R2 which represents the scale of the pose and
is deﬁned by the L2 distance between the neck joint and the
waist joint.

proposed in [5], who ﬁrstly proposed a method on learning
complicated dynamics of human trajectories in egocentric
videos. Unlike the original multi-stream structure , in our
work, we only use single-stream input which accepts the following pose-displacement cue.
Pose displacement cue We deﬁne a novel cue called pose
displacement cue as input in the scale-location forecasting
module. The deﬁnition of pose-displacement stream shows
as below:

Loss Metric The input sequence in the pose forecasting
module is trained with the L2 loss between the predicted
pose and the standardised ground truth pose. Thus the output pose sequence is also scale and position invariant.

X

t+tf

q i − q GTi





×Tp −1
(5)
P Din = pt−Tp +2 − pt−Tp +1 ... pt − pt−Tp +1 ∈ R2N
+

As shown in (5), the pose-displacement stream represents
the displacements between the pose joints at the initial time
step and the body joints at the subsequent time steps. It

(4)

i=t+1

contains the temporal variance of pose with joints, describing how pose changes positions and scales in 2D space.

where q GTi represents the standardized ground truth poses

We let scale-location forecasting module to accept pose-

in the future time sequence.

displacement stream (with normalization to have zero mean

3. 2 Modeling temporal dependencies of body
scales and positions
The below part of Figure 2 shows our scale-location fore-

and unit variance) to generate future scale and location as
pose displacement prediction.
Loss Metric We calculate L2 loss between the predicted
—3—

Millionseconds

400ms 600ms 800ms 1000ms

RRNN [9]

1.068

1.191

1.223

1.376

CS2S [11]

0.664

0.767

0.837

0.928

Conv-Deconv [5]

0.404

0.628

0.678

0.707

Ours 1

0.357

0.453

0.569

0.628

Ours 2
0.343 0.450 0.567
Table 1 Comparisons to baseline methods.

0.628

Each score describes the scale-normalized L2 distance
between bodyjoints of predicted pose and the ground
truth. The error is represented in percentage with respect to the frame size of 960 × 1280 pixels based on the
unit length of pose scale. For our proposed methods,
Ours 1 represents the approach with RRNN working in
the pose forecasting module and conv-deconv working in
the scale-location forecasting module; Ours 2 represents
CS2S working in the pose forecasting module.

more than 5,000 observed people. In our experiment, we followed the data preprocessing procedure of work [5], including
Figure 4 Visualization results of predicted poses. (a) –
(e) respectively represents the visualization results of

video undistortion, median ﬁltering and pose imputation to
relieve the erroneous or missing detection due to occlusion

RRNN, CS2S, Conv-Deconv, Ours 1, and Ours 2.

and motion blur. The ﬁnal video frame after preprocessing is

Red poses represent future ground truth pose sequence

25 fps. We conduct the prediction with the input and output

and blue poses are the predicted results.

length from 400 milliseconds to one second.

pose and the ground truth pose with scale normalization.

4. 1 Implementation

Details of using scale normalization are shown in Section 4.1

We train the pose forecasting network with the SGD opti-

X 

t+tf

e

qi /sstack
qGTi

−

qGTi /sstack
qGTi

mizer with a learning rate 0.01. The scale-location forecasting


(6)

i=t+1

where variables with GT represents features of ground truth
poses in the future time sequence.

network with ADAM optimiser with a learning rate 0.001.
We use scale-normalised
average displacement
of body joints



Pt+tf

i=t+1

stack
q i /sstack
qGT − qGTi /sqGT
i

to evaluate the predic-

i

tion performance. According to our empirical ﬁndings, the
distance between the target person and the camera concerns

3. 3 Pose recombination
During the pose recombination, we endow the standardized
pose sequence output from pose forecasting module with the
predicted scale and location. Since the pose displacement
cue helps the model to capture the most active movements
of body joints, which are contained in the direct output (a
pose displacement vector) generated by scale-location fore-

with the scale of the motion that we observe from the video.
For the pose closed to the camera, even though the output
and the ground truth ﬁts well, it would make the value of
the distance between the body joints very large because the
large target shown in the frame takes up more pixel units.
We need to eliminate this inﬂuence brought by adding scale
normalization for evaluating the prediction performance.

casting module, we add this information with adjusting its
scale and location to the standardized poses to strengthen
the ﬂexibility of body limbs.

4. 2 Performance Evaluation
Following previous convention of human motion forecasting works, we consider various prediction horizons. Table 1

4. Experiments
In this section, we adopt our separate training approach
on a egocentric dataset to learn pedestrian motion dynamics
and compare the results with prior works.
First-Person Locomotion Dataset [5] This dataset contains various locomotion of people captured from a wearable
camera. It consists of 4.5 hours egocentric video frames with

compares prediction errors with single-module approaches as
baseline methods. Since we tried both RNN and CNN based
network working in the pose forecasting module, we show two
results in the table. We can tell from the error score that our
two models basically have same-level modeling performance
and achieve much better prediction results comparing to the
baselines whatever in the short-term or long-term prediction.

—4—

Figure 5 Prediction results with Ours 2.
The ﬁgure shows the result with 15 frames input and 15 frames output. Predicted pose sequence supports the eﬀectiveness of our separate modeling approach that achieves learning both pose dynamics as well as scale and location
dependencies temporally without mean convergence problem

With Pose-displacement With scale-location
Pose

0.1787

0.1841

Scale

6.3407

7.1237

Location
27.4471
26.6623
Table 2 Separate evaluation on the pose, the scale and
the location granularity.
The pose error is based on L2 distance, calculated from
standardized predicted poses and standardized ground
truth poses, where we ﬁx the location of the pose stream
and normalize pose with its own scale in each frame. The
scale error and location error are also measured by L2
distance with respect to the frame length and width.

We also provide qualitative results by visualising predicted
pose sequence of the test data observed in egocentric visions,
which are shown in Fig 4 and Fig 5.

Figure 6 Error comparisons between using pose displacement cue or pose cue.
We observe obvious improvement of using pose displacement cue as input sequence in scale-location forecasting

4. 3 Explorations on scale-location modeling

module.

Since there are few works focusing on human scale-location
forecasting in egocentric videos, we extensively test several
approaches to ensure the eﬀectiveness of our method with
the use of pose displacement cue.

Fig 6 shows the error curves of using pose sequence and
pose displacement sequence as input stream in our scale location forecasting module with the prediction length from

Approach 1 Input pose cue instead of pose-displacement

400ms to 1s. The result reports that pose displacement se-

cue in the scale-location forecasting module.

quence behaves more eﬀectively than pose sequence on cap-

Approach 2 Following [5], we input the scale-location cue

ture temporal dependencies of scales and locations in ego-

to obtain future scales and locations of human motion in the

centric visions.

scale-location forecasting module.
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Reference

Figure 7 Visualization of predicted pose sequence (with
standardization).
(a) represents the ground truth future pose sequence.
(b) and (c ) represents the results with the use of
pose displacement cue or scale-location cue. The ﬁgure
shows the result with the input 15 frames (red-black
skeletons) and output 14 frames (green-blue skeletons).

Table 2 shows that our approach and Approach 2 basically
have same-level quantitative performance on scale-location
forecasting, however, with the use of pose displacement cue,
we can obtain better pose prediction results. To further understand the diﬀerence, Fig 7 shows qualitative results of
predicted pose sequence with body joints. Notice the walking pace of the poses, we can ﬁnd out that the prediction
with our approach is more ﬁt to the ground truth. But for
Approach 2, the walking pace in the output sequence is not
that obvious. This is because the combination process of
Approach 2 only endows the outputs from pose forecasting
module with future scales and locations, the active movements of body joints are failed to be incorporated without
the use of pose displacement.

5. Conclusions
To deal with the prediction problem of the egocentric human motion with complex pose, scale and location granularities, we propose a novel motion forecasting pipeline, modeling human pose and scale-position features separately with
two forecasting modules, in which the ﬁnal predictions are
obtained by recombing the two outputs from the networks.
We design a standardization process to remain the scale and
position of the input pose sequence invariant for pose forecasting. And we present a pose displacement cue which includes the information about the variance of scale and the
position of the observed motion sequence to learn their temporal dependencies. Considering the pose displacement cue
also helps to capture the active movements of body joints,
we propose to incorporate the generated results with the use
of pose displacement to the output sequence from pose forecasting module during the pose recombination, to strengthen
the ﬂexibility of body limbs . The experiment shows the effectiveness of our approach and achieve a plausible-looking
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